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Boatgirl Bags
The Boatgirl Bag collection consists of 6 unique designs. Boatgirl bags blend superior 
materials and top quality craftsmanship with brilliant designs and styles that make them 
revolutionary. We have diligently researched high-quality materials to find the perfect 
match for the needed functionality and look of our bags. We are invested in serious 
attention to detail so that your Boatgirl bag does just what you need it to do–perform 
well while looking great.

Our design philosophy originated from a desire to provide the rugged construction 
needed for harsh water conditions, yet our products are versatile enough to accompany 
any woman on any adventure, wherever that may be.

Boatgirl bags are built in Hendersonville, NC by Sew Co., a small woman-owned 
manufacturing company that is committed to quality craftsmanship, while paying 
workers a living wage. This allows Boatgirl to contribute to the economy of our state. 
Both Boatgirl and Sew Co. are invested in serious attention to detail so that Boatgirl 
bags do just what they need to do–perform well while looking great.

Boatgirl equips active women with the ideal bag to accompany them on their next 
adventure. Strong, smart, stylish. Like the women we know.

where you go, we go 

For full description, specifications, details and materials used on each bag, please go to 
website link shown for each bag.

The Weekender:
https://goboatgirl.com/products/the-boatgirl-weekender 
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The Getaway:
https://goboatgirl.com/products/the-getaway

The Day Jobber:
https://goboatgirl.com/products/the-day-jobber

The Day Tripper:
https://goboatgirl.com/products/the-day-tripper
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The Hip Bag:
https://goboatgirl.com/products/hip-bag

The Little Bit:
https://goboatgirl.com/products/the-little-bit

For all other products including hats and shirts, visit www.goboatgirl.com

Materials used on Boatgirl Bags:
https://goboatgirl.com/pages/technical-specifications-for-boatgirl-bags

Boatgirl Bags are built in NC!
The entire Boatgirl Bag Collection is proudly built right 
here in North Carolina. Boatgirl is committed to 
quality craftsmanship and attention to detail–we 
do all we can to make your bag go the distance, 
so that you can go the distance. Our labor costs are 
significantly higher than costs for products that are made overseas, 
since our manufacturer pays its employees a living wage. There is value to 
this process and that matters to us - we are proud to support our state and 
community.

built in
NORTH CAROLINA
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Made with Sunbrella®
Sunbrella fabrics are engineered to combine the 
highest level of design and performance. Boaters 
have made Sunbrella fabrics the No. 1 marine fabric 
because of its classic good looks, fade resistance, 
ease of cleaning and durability. Sunbrella marine 
awning can withstand the elements many times longer than traditional canvas without 
fading or losing strength. It is water repellent, bleach cleanable, mold/mildew resistant 
and it’s made in the USA! For technical specifications, go to https://goboatgirl.com/
pages/technical-specifications-for-boatgirl-bags. For more about Sunbrella, visit www.
sunbrella.com

Care and Cleaning:
https://goboatgirl.com/pages/care-instructions


